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building which the Admiralty acknowledged: "Though science is much
respected by their Lordships and your paper is much esteemed, it is too
learned." Young was also appointed as Superintendent of the Nautical
Almanac and Secretary of the Board of Longitude. In this he was unable to
satisfy the demands both of the navigators and of the astronomers, incurring
the displeasure of both.
A bibliography of the writings of Thomas Young shows seven works,
seventy-four papers published. Undoubtedly there were written also
hundreds of letters on as many subjects to the great men of his day.
JOSEPH J. CERNY
HISTOPATHOLOGIC TECHNIC AND PRACTICAL HISTOCHEMISTRY. 2d ed.
By R. D. Lillie. Bethesda, Md., The Blakiston Co., Inc., 1954. 501 pp.
$7.50.
For its new 2d edition this text has been revised and enlarged to give
greater coverage on newer histological and histochemical procedures, at the
same time retaining time-tested techniques. These methods are presented
in an understandable manner, and include important details usually omitted
in histological procedures. Most of the techniques presented have been
worked out in Dr. Lillie's Laboratory and are given with suitable varia-
tions. At the end of each procedure, the results to be expected are listed, a
very practical idea. References are also given, enabling one to refer to the
original author.
A glance at the table of contents, especially the first four, will show that
a great deal of thought was given to clarifying the usual stumbling blocks
encountered in the preparation of histological sections.
This text goes a long way in presenting histological methods in a scien-
tific manner and not as "cookbook" recipes. It will be a welcome addition to
the histological laboratory.
F. A. PUTT
WORLD MEDICAL PERIODICALS. L. T. Morton, Compiler. Prepared under
the auspices of UNESCO and WHO. Geneva, WHO and UNESCO,
1953. xvi, 237 pp. 12s6d.
World Medical Periodicals, an alphabetical list of 3,908 entries compiled
by Mr. L. T. Morton of the British Medical Journal, proves an excellent
guide to current periodicals in the medical and biological sciences and is a
step forward towards the standardization of bibliographical citation in
medical literature.
Titles in this publication include all current medical journals throughout
the world which have been traced, all medico-biological periodicals regu-
larly surveyed by certain abstracting agencies, and well-known journals
which ceased publication during the period 1900-1950. The list includes
73